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QUESTION 1

Which statement explains the purpose of dynamic placeholders? 

A. Unlike static placeholders, users can create as many dynamic placeholders on a layout as needed. 

B. Dynamic placeholders with the same key can be used multipletimes on a page while allowing content within the
placeholder to be unique. 

C. Dynamic placeholders allow users to override the placeholder from a page and directly replace it with a new one. 

D. Dynamic placeholders allow the user to move the placeholder\\'scontent to any location on the page as necessary. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Currently, a Content Author has three rendering options with a complex datasource query. However, in order to swap
the existing rendering for a new one, the author has to copy the datasource query, remove theold rendering, insert the
new rendering, and paste the datasource query into the datasource field. According to Sitecore best practices, what
should you do to reduce the chance of user error when an author needs to change out the rendering? 

A. Split the renderings into smaller pieces so the Content Authors can add each field of the data source separately as
desired. 

B. Merge all three renderings into one and have the Content Author select display mode through rendering parameters. 

C. Create a custom Experience Editor button and script the replacement. 

D. Add each rendering definition item to the Compatible Renderings option within each of the renderings. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the purpose of developing field editor buttons for Experience Editor? 

A. To allow ContentAuthors to edit image fields within Experience Editor. 

B. To provide additional field-editing functionality for complex fields through a pop-up window. 

C. To give Content Authors the ability to change the field type as they work on content. 

D. To open therich text editor for fields of the rich text type in Experience Editor. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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How would you debug the Sitecore Content Delivery role that isrunning on containers? 

A. Attach to the w3wp.exe process of the container from your IDE. 

B. Open the container logs in Docker Desktop and review for errors. 

C. Right-click the container in Docker Desktop and select Debug. 

D. Stop the container and run adebug command from PowerShell. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

In a non-SXA website, you have created a layout definition item and want to designate the layout as part of the
presentation details. According to Sitecore best practices, whereshould you set presentation details? 

A. Standard values 

B. On the individual items 

C. Rendering parameters 

D. Standard template 

Correct Answer: A 
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